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Ecliptek’s Searchable DRC Conflict Free and REACH
Documentation Exceeds 3,000,000 Unique Part Numbers
Customers are now able to quickly sort through the world’s largest
crystal and oscillator selection using SmartSearch app
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Costa Mesa, CA – Recognizing the value customers place on documentation, Ecliptek
Corporation has taken another significant step by expanding the company’s database to
over three million unique part numbers. Users can quickly find part number level
documents within seconds using an Ecliptek part number or the SmartSearch web app,
which offers customers a simple process to find parts by selecting and prioritizing
parametric values.
“In light of today’s dynamic regulatory and environmental update requirements,
component sourcing is about documentation,” exclaimed Robert Zarrow, Vice President
of Global Customer Support for Ecliptek. “There is a greater emphasis on disseminating
comprehensive data through a multitude of sources, with more and more customers
relying on third parties.”
Aggregators and global Authorized Distributors participating in Ecliptek’s Data Download
program offer quick accessibility to Ecliptek’s industry leading frequency control part
number database. The automated download delivers a direct feed from Ecliptek, insuring
that the most accurate information is available through third party search tools.
Many of these aggregating websites offer users sophisticated BOM management
applications featuring direct access to Ecliptek’s on-demand documentation. The millions
of crystal and oscillator part numbers in Ecliptek’s data feed include the latest Data
Sheets, REACH, RoHS, China RoHS, and IPC-1752 documentation.
“One of our top priorities is to make it easy for our customers to find accurate information
and documentation for Ecliptek parts,” stated Tony Cunningham, Director of Business
Systems Analysis. “We accomplish this by not only providing unmatched data access
on our own website, but also through automated data sharing with industry leading
electronic component data aggregators and the majority of our Authorized Distributors.”

About Ecliptek
Founded in 1987, Ecliptek has become a leading supplier of frequency control products
to the electronics industry. Ecliptek provides complete engineering support, unparalleled
customer service and innovative products to their OEM customers and distributors
worldwide. Complete information on company operations or any of Ecliptek's quality
frequency control devices can be obtained by visiting Ecliptek's internet site at
www.ecliptek.com. The company's Email address is customersupport@ecliptek.com.
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